JUMP AHEAD™

ALL IN ONE PLACE BASE CAMP
ENGLISH WORKSHEET
ADJECTIVES 1

WHAT TO DO
You will show your understanding of
prepositions by
JUMP 1 match adjectives with
their meaning
JUMP 2 add adjectives to
sentences
JUMP 3 classify personality
adjectives
JUMP 4 improve descriptions by
adding adjectives

JUMP 1
Read the extract from Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien. Write each highlighted
adjective next to its meaning or similar adjectives in the table.
There were rockets like a flight of scintillating birds singing with sweet voices.
There were green trees with trunks of dark smoke: their leaves opened like a
whole spring unfolding in a moment, and their shining branches dropped
glowing flowers down upon the astonished hobbits, disappearing with a sweet
scent just before they touched their upturned faces. There were fountains of
butterflies that flew glittering into the trees; there were pillars of coloured fires
that rose and turned into eagles, or sailing ships, or a phalanx of flying
swans…
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Meaning or Alternative Adjective
surprised and amazed
fragrant or perfumed
hued and glowing
bright and vibrant
tilted with the intention to observe
leafy and emerald in appearance
gleaming and dazzling
soaring and airborne
musical and harmonious
lively and animated
auburn, tawny or chestnut

Adjective from Lord of the Rings

JUMP 2
Rewrite each sentence adding an adjective at the position marked with X. You
need to use the adjectives from the box; you can only use a word once.

murky

glamorous

bright

homely lean

raspy
ancient

tranquil

blue

caramel

handsome

heroic

agile

a. The eagle soared above the mountain range; in flight against a X backdrop.
______________________________________________________________________________
b. Daniel has X, sparkling eyes.
______________________________________________________________________________
c. Everybody admires Jennifer’s lustrous, X hair.
______________________________________________________________________________
d. After cheering at the match, Luca’s voice was X and rough.
______________________________________________________________________________
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e. The X prince was famous for his X achievements.
______________________________________________________________________________
f. The X castle was surrounded by a X moat.
______________________________________________________________________________
g. Grace loved the X sound of the waves lapping the shore.
______________________________________________________________________________
h. With regular training, Ben became an X, X athlete.
______________________________________________________________________________
i. Being a popstar doesn’t always mean having a X lifestyle.
______________________________________________________________________________
j. Tammy’s country cottage was X and quaint.
______________________________________________________________________________

JUMP 3
Decide if the personality adjectives in the table are positive or negative. Write P
for positive or N for negative.

Adjective
witty
stubborn
passionate
loyal
impulsive
cold
energetic
unemotional
confident
melodramatic

P or N

Adjective
obsessive
ambitious
optimistic
materialistic
distrusting
dynamic
inhibited
reliable
clingy
devoted

P or N
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JUMP 4
Circle or highlight the adjective that could replace the highlighted word and
make the sentence more descriptive. You should not change the meaning of
the sentence.
a. Ray is a clever, enthusiastic student.
shrewd

sharp

effective

nimble

b. Penny is a fast runner and always wins the one hundred metre sprint.
swift

quick

awesome

fleeting

glaring

deafening

c. The city traffic was loud and disturbing.
urgent

insistent

d. Vivien was a happy girl when her aunt paid a visit after so many years.
joyful

over-joyed

dazzled

pleased

e. The teacher was pleased that her students were so good.
cool

polite

quite

quiet

f. The teacher was pleased that her students’ results were good.
satisfactory

satisfying

exceptional

acceptable

gracious

nifty

g. Katherine is a nice, polite, friendly girl.
pleasurable

aloof

h. Robby didn’t lift a finger to help; everybody thought he was lazy.
dull

weary

idle

indifferent

i. The sun rose, appearing like a large ball on the horizon.
grandiose

populous

immense

substantial
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SOLUTIONS
JUMP 1
Meaning or Alternative Adjective
surprised and amazed
fragrant or perfumed
hued and glowing
bright and vibrant
tilted with the intention to observe
leafy and emerald in appearance
gleaming and dazzling
soaring and airborne
musical and harmonious
lively and animated
auburn, tawny or chestnut

Adjective from Lord of the Rings
astonished
sweet
coloured
glowing
upturned
green
shining
flying
sweet
scintillating
dark

JUMP 2
a. The eagle soared above the mountain range; in flight against a blue
backdrop.
b. Daniel has bright, sparkling eyes.
c. Everybody admires Jennifer’s lustrous, caramel hair.
d. After cheering at the match, Luca’s voice was raspy and rough.
e. The handsome prince was famous for his heroic achievements.
f. The ancient castle was surrounded by a murky moat.
g. Grace loved the tranquil sound of the waves lapping the shore.
h. With regular training, Ben became an agile, lean athlete.
i. Being a popstar doesn’t always mean having a glamorous lifestyle.
j. Tammy’s country cottage was homely and quaint.
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JUMP 3
Adjective
witty
stubborn
passionate
loyal
impulsive
cold
energetic
unemotional
confident
melodramatic

P or N
P
N
P
P
N
N
P
N
P
N

Adjective
obsessive
ambitious
optimistic
materialistic
distrusting
dynamic
inhibited
reliable
clingy
devoted

P or N
N
P
P
N
N
P
N
P
N
P

JUMP 4
a. Ray is a clever, enthusiastic student.
shrewd

sharp

effective

nimble

b. Penny is a fast runner and always wins the one hundred metre sprint.
swift

quick

awesome

fleeting

glaring

deafening

c. The city traffic was loud and disturbing.
urgent

insistent

d. Vivien was a happy girl when her aunt paid a visit after so many years.
joyful

over-joyed

dazzled

pleased

e. The teacher was pleased that her students were so good.
cool

polite

quite

quiet
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f. The teacher was pleased that her students’ results were good.
satisfactory

satisfying

exceptional

acceptable

gracious

nifty

g. Katherine is a nice, polite, friendly girl.
pleasurable

aloof

h. Robby didn’t lift a finger to help; everybody thought he was lazy.
dull

weary

idle

indifferent

i. The sun rose, appearing like a large ball on the horizon.
grandiose

populous

immense

substantial
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